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2015-16 Annual Report of the Maine State Grange Communications Director
Brothers and Sisters,
It is my distinct honor to report to you some activities and accomplishments from this year’s efforts.
This is the second full year I have served in the capacity of Communications Director—a position
created in January 2014 that both combined and expanded the historical role of the publicity
director and webmaster. My broad-based role includes assembling the printed Bulletin,
maintaining the website, facilitating communication between and to State Leaders, and advising on
communication matters.
During the past year we have published twelve monthly Bulletins without missing a deadline. I am
grateful to those directors and officers who regularly submit articles and support improving our
internal communication.
This has also benefited the website which is in its sixth full year of operation in its current form.
The objectives for the redesign in November 2010 were simple. Some of the more important
included:





To encourage prompt posting and maintenance of information and resources,
To control that posting process with some level of moderation and quality control,
To allows users to find basic information and resources (such as applications, manuals, etc.)
readily, and
To allow users to subscribe to the site and receive email versions of posts.

We continue to achieve those objectives. There
have been nearly 27,000 site visits from
September 1, 2015 through August 31, 2016—
an average of nearly 2,250 per month and nearly
75 per day. This is a whopping 25% increase
over the previous year. I would note that,
thanks to our subscription ability, it is likely this
significantly “underreports” usage of the site
because subscribers need not visit the site to
view posts. At the top end, subscribers could
easily account for an additional 50,000 views
during the same period.
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Of course numbers do not tell the entire story. It
has been personally rewarding to receive an increasing number of “Exciting Granges and Grangers”
http://mainestategrange.org

posts, celebrating our accomplishments and success. Also, members and non-members are also
using the site as a vehicle for asking questions—these questions do not always appear on the site
(unless they are of a general nature) but are handled by forwarding to the appropriate party or
parties.
During this past year, I have continued to add resource documents and tools to our collection of
communication resources available on the site. A single page directory of state officers, deputies,
and directors including contact information and is available on the site, along with program books,
applications, etc. that are made available by directors and state officers.
Media interest in the Grange has continued at a satisfactory rate. A challenge we continue to face is
deflecting the media’s interest in our declining membership and providing news that demonstrates
we are still vibrant and have potential. This seems to be more attainable on a local level, when and
where a Grange hosts or sponsors an event.
The email list we created two years ago is allowing us to communicate with state officers, deputies
and directors regularly and “as needed.” While I do not maintain statistics, I am certain usage has
increased this past year. I would continue to especially challenge the people who are on that list to
make use of it whenever there is news and information to distribute to leadership. The service is
free and quick—all that’s required is an email to me with the information that needs to be shared.
I reactivated the process which allows non-delegates to register for State Convention this year. I
also met with the Executive Committee this past year to discuss some options with the printed
Bulletin.
Writing the monthly “Exploring Traditions” Column has been both inspiring and rewarding and I
plan to continue to challenge members to give thought to “the Grange way of life.” Thanks to those
who have sent encouraging emails, indicating you have found the information interesting and
helpful.
I would also offer a special thanks to Heather Retberg of Halcyon Grange for her willingness to
share her columns for our monthly “View from Farm.” Communication from National Grange has
increased and we are supplementing posts to the website with these articles as well.
I believe the primary role of any state position or function is to support Subordinate and Pomona
Granges. But communication is not a “one-person job.” Individuals, Community/Subordinate and
Pomona Granges can best support our communications efforts by providing positive news and
information.
Looking ahead, one change I anticipate making is the way we handle subscriptions to the website.
Unfortunately, due to some changes in the original “feed burner,” we have lost access to subscriber
information—we literally do not know how many subscribers we have and who they are! I hope to
integrate a subscription feature using MailChimp technology (the same system used for the state
leaders email list) during the next several months.
I will also continue to encourage more open communication throughout our Order. Several years
ago I spoke at a New England Leaders’ Conference suggesting that we have huge opportunities
when it comes to communication, both externally and internally. We must generate interest and
excitement among our communities, prospective members, and ourselves.

With that background, our greatest accomplishment in 2015-16 is also our greatest need for the
coming year. We must continue to increase participation and information to and from local and
Pomona Granges and state officers and committees. We must demonstrate American values and
honor our hometown roots.
I had the honor of visiting Halcyon Grange for a meeting earlier this year. I happened to be standing
near the door when a young family walked in. Assuming they were members, I greeted them and
introduced myself. After some casual conversation, I sensed they weren’t fully understanding some
of the things I was saying. Then they admitted this was the first time they’d been to a Grange. “But
we are small farmers and we heard this is the place we have to be.”
I think about that encounter often. Can we communicate to our friends and neighbors that Grange is
the place they have to be?
If there is anything I can do to help you and your Grange do that, please let me know.
Thank you for your continued confidence and support.
Respectfully submitted,

Walter Boomsma
Maine State Grange Communications Director
http://mainestategrange.org

